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More women would boost 
lagging heli workforce
by Kerry Lynch

The helicopter sector lags behind other industry 
segments that have recognized a severe work-
force shortage, agreed panelists participating in 
an “Embracing Equity” discussion on Wednes-
day during Heli-Expo.

The panel, held in celebration of Inter-
national Women’s Day, was moderated by 
Jen Boyer, a principal of Flying Penguin 

Communications and a helicopter pilot, and 
included six other women that hold a range 
of positions within the industry.

Boyer kicked off the discussion with findings of 
the 2022 Women in Aviation Advisory Board report 
that women account for less than 20 percent of 
the aviation workforce, fewer than 10 percent 
of licensed pilots, and 2.7 percent of mechanics. 
“What’s more, even in mid-career, there’s a dearth 
of leadership development opportunities for 

women,” Boyer said, noting the numbers dwin-
dle for women in higher-level positions. “Corpo-
rations are making changes, but the helicopter 
industry is far behind,” she said.

Women in Aviation International CEO Alli-
son McKay addressed the industry’s failure to 
retain talent, suggesting a need to attract a more 
diverse demographic.  McKay pointed to airlines’ 
creation of their own flight and maintenance 
schools as an example of how other segments 
have reacted to shortages.

“They are reaching into communities that have 
never really been exposed to aviation either,” she 
said. “So they’re trying to tap into the full market 
that is the workforce as opposed to just looking at 
traditional segments.”

Celebrating International 
Women’s Day yesterday, an 
impromptu gathering of the 
best and the brightest  
of the helicopter industry’s 
talented women took a timeout 
from the busy Heli-Expo show 
to pose for AIN.
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AAM pioneers aim for 
transport transformation
by Charles Alcock

Advanced air mobility (AAM) revolutionaries 
took center stage at the Heli-Expo show this 
week, sharing their lofty plans for deploying 
eVTOL vehicles to revolutionize the way peo-
ple and things get moved around. Assuming 
the pioneers can meet their ambitious tar-
gets for achieving type certification, the first 
commercial services could take to the air in 
2025, and they are already painting an increas-
ingly vivid picture of what the new wave of air 
transportation will look like.

Part of the picture includes the Norwe-
gian Air Ambulance Foundation, which on 
Wednesday announced a partnership with 
Airbus to devise ways to deploy the manufac-
turer’s in-development CityAirbus NextGen 
aircraft for emergency medical flights. “The 
Foundation has always been at the forefront 
of medical innovation, most recently with 
dedicated research to integrate a CT scanner 
into a five-bladed H145 helicopter,” said Balkiz 
Sarihan, head of urban air mobility at Airbus. 

“We’re looking forward to working with it as a 
strategic partner to further develop the exact 
missions where our eVTOL’s capabilities 

would contribute to protecting citizens and 
making sure they can access effective health-
care in Norway.”

The not-for-profit group’s Leif Olestad told 
reporters at a briefing on the show floor that 
he and his colleagues want to identify ways 
to “deliver improvements to the rescue chain” 
that go beyond what helicopters achieve now, 
by shortening response times and improving 
outcomes for patients.

Explaining how Norway’s distinct and 
rugged geography requires versatile forms 
of air mobility to serve a mix of urban and 
rural communities separated by mountains 
and fjords, Olestad said new applications of 
advanced technology are the best response. 

“We don’t know yet what this could look like, 
but building the use cases for eVTOLs is a 
good first step,” he said. “We need optimism, 
realism, and knowledge.”

All of those attributes showed in HAI’s 
AAM Leaders panel session, which included 
executives from eVTOL developers Archer 
Aviation, Beta Technologies, and Jaunt Air 
Mobility. Attendees also heard from two pro-
spective operators, Blade Air Mobility and 
Bristow, as well as from the FAA on how the 

agency’s new Innovate 28 program aims to 
support initial trial operations in several U.S. 
early adopter communities by 2028.

Blade president and general counsel 
Melissa Tromkiel explained how the rideshare 
booking platform will deploy eVTOLs across 
its network of Part 135 operators to provide 
on-demand flights in vehicles carrying up to 
four or five passengers. With New York City 
already identified as an early use case for its 
business model, she revealed that Blade is 
also working on possible routes in and around 
Vancouver on Canada’s west coast and along 
France’s Cote d’Azur.

At Bristow, chief transformation officer 
David Stepanek is expanding the scope of 
the long-standing helicopter operator’s busi-
ness-to-business model. He stressed that 
eVTOLs will not replace its existing rotorcraft 
fleet, but rather provide, “a parallel path to 
open things up for passengers.” He called on 
his fellow AAM trailblazers to share the load 
in developing AAM’s ecosystem by “collabo-
rating on safety and operations and then com-
pete on the commercial side.”

Last year, Bristow made a commitment 
to add up to 55 of Beta’s Alia 250 eVTOLs to 
its fleet, and the manufacturer recently con-
ducted a trial flight at New York-area West-
chester County Airport with Blade. “Our 
biggest focus is on how we bring this [AAM] 
to market safely, and we’re sharing data with 
the regulator to drive the path to safe and 

The Norwegian Air Ambulance Foundation plans to put Airbus’s CityAirbus NextGen to work for emergency medical flights in Norway, in ways that go 
beyond how helicopters currently serve aeromedical applications, by shortening response times and improving patient outcomes. 

 continues on page 21  
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Guardian and Flightcell 
launch Certus comms
by Charles Alcock

Guardian Mobility and Flightcell Interna-
tional are introducing a new Iridium Certus 
100 communications system that supports 
both satellite and cellular mid-band data 
and voice services for rotorcraft and light 
fixed-wing aircraft. The new package com-
bines Flightcell’s DZMx cellular and satellite 
voice, data, and tracking system with the new 
Guardian Mobility G6 Iridium Certus 100 sat-
ellite terminal, adding 88 kbps bi-directional 
satellite data connectivity.

According to Guardian Mobility (Booth 
C4012), the one-box G6 unit provides an effec-
tive size and weight combination for instal-
lations on smaller aircraft. “This solution 
complements Flightcell’s cellular connectivity 
and will offer new features, capabilities, and 
cost-effective aviation satellite communications 

that have not been seen before in this market,” 
said Flightcell vice president Hamish Neill.

The new Iridium Certus 100 system will be 
available to customers from the middle of this 
year. According to FlightCell (Booth C3811), 
operators will achieve significant cost savings 
while routing data through its DZMx cellular 
unit and by using the 88 kbps data link of the 
G6 Certus satellite service when a cellular 
connection is not available.

Guardian says the G6’s uplink speed suits 
data transmissions from aircraft, including 
email, flight following and data monitoring, 
medical device data, images, and compressed 
video. Other benefits of the package include 
the Iridium Messaging Transport service, 
which optimizes data transport for small to 
moderate-sized messages, allowing increased 
data and lower costs compared with the Irid-
ium Short Burst Data service. z

Airbus enrolls more 
HCare customers

Airbus Helicopters (Booth C2803) added to 
the rolls of its HCare customer support pro-
gram at Heli-Expo, announcing new deals 
with operators of a combined 37 aircraft. 
New customers include 2MH Jet Systems 
Group of six H125 turbine singles; Helisul 
in Brazil for 23 H125s; Henrimar in Brazil for 
six H125s; and EFAI in Brazil for two H125s. 

“It is our privilege to partner with so 
many different operators, helping them 
boost the maintenance and performance 
of their aircraft to carry out their essential 
daily missions,” said Airbus Helicopters 
senior v-p for program support Laurent 
Vautherin. “Each of these HCare In-Service 
packages has been tailored to provide our 
customers’ fleets with the optimal level of 
part availability commitment in the form 
of part-by-the-hour solutions to best meet 
their specific operational needs in one sin-
gle contract.” M.H.

A whole century after his father Igor Sikorsky founded the iconic helicopter manufacturer that carries his name, Sergei Sikorsky visited the company’s Heli-Expo 
show exhibit to mark its 100th anniversary. The 98-year-old hasn’t attended the annual event since the 2019 show in Anaheim, but had plenty of memories to 
share with visitors who could view a model of the 1930s vintage VS-300 rotorcraft, Collier Awards won by the company, and Sikorsky senior’s signature Fedora 
hat. Kyiv-born Igor arrived in the U.S. from Russia in 1919 and established the family firm on March 5, 1923, two years before Sergei was born.
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EnstromHelicopter.com

Each Enstrom helicopter is engineered and assembled 
by an elite team in the heart of the America. We strive 
to build one of the safest, most dependable, and 
versatile helicopters in the world – all while maintaining 
the unparalleled support and expertise that have made 
us authentically Enstrom for over 60 years. 

Whether you patrol the skies, tend to farmland, travel, 
or are training the next generation of pilots, Enstrom 
will always work for you.

New Enstrom helicopters will be ready to 
fly this year – start building yours today!

Visit us at Booth C2820 to meet our new owner 
and leadership team, plus see our latest projects.

Built with Passion.
Made to Perform.

Racer 
readying 
for first 
test flight
by Gregory Polek

Airbus expects yet another technology demon-
strator, called Racer (rapid and cost-efficient 
rotorcraft), to fly in the second half of 2023 
after supply chain constraints forced the most 
recent first-flight delay from 2022.

The high-speed demonstrator, which will fly 
as fast as 400 km/h (216 knots), features two 
pusher propellers mounted to a fixed double 
wing, or “wing box,” and a five-bladed main 

rotor. The unique wings actively enhance the 
helicopter’s performance by providing addi-
tional vertical lift and the ability to fly farther 
and faster than conventional helicopters. At 
cruise speed, roughly half the helicopter’s 
lift comes from its fixed wing. Meanwhile, 
its asymmetric tail boom produces a perfor-
mance gain of up to 10 percent in hover.

A pair of 2,500-shp Safran Aneto-1X engines 
provide 25 percent more power than sim-
ilar-size engines, according to Airbus. The 
demonstrator can achieve up to a 15 percent 
reduction in fuel burn when the pilot places 
one of the two engines in standby mode 

during cruise flight—a configuration Safran 
calls “eco mode.”

Racer builds on the expertise Airbus Heli-
copters developed with its self-funded X3 
high-speed demonstrator, another compound 
rotorcraft design that set a speed record in 
June 2013 of 255 knots in forward flight.

“The X3 demonstrator showed that high 
speed, highly efficient results can be obtained 
when the main rotor’s rotational speed is 
slowed down during forward flight and thrust 
is provided by propellers mounted on a wing 
that provides lift,” explained Airbus Heli-
copters director of research and innovation 
Tomasz Krysinski.

For the Racer demonstrator, in part funded 
by the Clean Sky 2 European research pro-
gram, Airbus placed the propellers on the 
back of the box-wing in a pusher arrangement 
(compared to the forward-mounted puller 
configuration on the X3), reducing the power 
required during forward flight by 10 percent, 
thereby further lowering fuel consumption 
and increasing flight range. z

Airbus Racer

https://enstromhelicopter.com/
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Robinson celebrating 
50th anniversary
by Curt Epstein

For Robinson Helicopter (Booths B4048, 
B3420), this will be a bittersweet year. While 
the Torrance, California- based OEM cele-
brates its 50th anniversary in 2023, it will do 
so without the man who founded the com-
pany in 1973, as Frank Robinson, the legendary 
patriarch of the family- owned business, died 
this past November at the age of 92.

Over the past year, the manufacturer 
increased its production of helicopters, deliv-
ering 258 compared with 244 in 2021. “That 
was a good thing, but it was sure a lot of work 
to get there,” said company president Kurt 
Robinson, noting that lingering post-Covid 
supply chain constraints served to limit the 
company’s output. While the airframer has 
worked to become as self-sufficient as pos-
sible at its 600,000-sq ft-production and 
assembly facility at Torrance’s Zamperini 
Field, manufacturing everything from wiring 
harnesses to rotor blades, Robinson expressed 
frustration about the wait for some of the lon-
ger lead-time components not made in-house, 
such as bearings.

“A lot of it was as we saw that production 
needed to increase, [we were] trying to get 
not only the parts that we already ordered but 
also increase the quantities that we needed,” 
he told AIN. He added that he would go into 
Monday morning production meetings not 
knowing which bottleneck he would need to 
address that week. “I think most of those are 
resolved; I’m certainly getting fewer and fewer 
of those as time goes by, and that’s allowing us 
to speed up the line that much more.”

In 2021, the company set a milestone when 
production of the R66, the company’s only tur-
bine-powered offering, exceeded its popular 
piston-powered R44 Raven II. That trend has 
continued with delivery of 101 R66s in 2022 
compared with 86 Raven IIs. As for the rest 
of the R44 line, Robinson last year produced 
51 Raven Is and 5 Cadets. It also added 15 R22s.

“We currently have over 350 helicopters 
on back order, so if last year we did a total of 
258, you can see we’ve got some work getting 
our production up,” noted Robinson. While 
most manufacturers view backlog as pro-
duction security, Robinson takes a different 
tack. “It’s nice, but it’s bad because we want 
to get the helicopters out as quickly as we can 
to everybody,” he explained. The rotorcraft 
maker’s production rate stands at three R66s 
a week, 3.5 R44s per week, and one R22 every 
two weeks.

Attractive jobs at Robinson in the post-
Covid environment has allowed the OEM 
to add 50 new employees over the past year, 
increasing its workforce total to 1,020 at the 
start of 2023. “We are continuing to hire 
and expand,” said Robinson, noting that the 
recent worker shortages are resolving as well. 

“We’re a little picky on who we bring in here, 
but it’s working out as we move forward.” At 
the moment the company runs two shifts at 
its factory.

For this year’s Heli-Expo in Atlanta, Rob-
inson (Booths B3420, B4048) brought three 

of its helicopters to display at the Georgia 
World Congress Center. The fully equipped 
examples include an R66 with the newly 
introduced pressure refueling system. The 
$18,000 option allows for rapid refueling 
in operations such as agriculture spraying 
or Bambi bucket use, where the operator 
requires quick ground turnarounds. “We’ve 
had quite the demand for it, so we’re pleased 
to have this out, and you will be able to see it 
at the show this year,” said Robinson. While 
not on display this year, a night-vision gog-
gle (NVG)-compatible cockpit for the R66 in 
law enforcement use recently received FAA 
certification. Last fall Robinson delivered 
the first of two factory-outfitted examples 
ordered by the Polk County (Florida) Sher-
iff ’s department.

A pair of R44s—a Raven II and a Cadet—
both equipped with a recently-introduced 
electronic ignition system, round out Robin-
son’s display. “That is going in all the piston 
aircraft and that improves the starting of the 
aircraft, and it eliminates the 500-hour [mag-
neto] inspection so we believe it enhances 
the aircraft with increased reliability and also 
reduces maintenance,” Robinson explained. 
While the feature was actually available 
starting around the end of 2021, the first pro-
duction examples suffered reliability short-
comings that Robinson says it has long since 
resolved with the system’s manufacturer. z

With a backlog of more than 350 aircraft, Robinson Helicopter’s Torrance, California headquarters is 
busy boosting production rates from last year’s total of 258 deliveries. 
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New Career
Opportunities
Join the elite team that’s building the 
next generation of Enstrom helicopters! 
We have immediate openings in 
several skilled positions:

Engineers
Tool Makers
Inspectors

Machine Operators
Avionics Technicians
Fabricators & More

Visit EnstromHelicopter.com/careers or scan 
the code to see all of our current openings, 
and stop by Booth C2820 to meet our team!

Vision Systems offers 
heli dimming windows
by Peter Shaw-Smith

Vision Systems (Booth B3101), which has 20 
years of dimmable-glass expertise, is display-
ing a selection of windows and accompanying 
flipping, sliding, and jettisonable mechanisms 
at Heli-Expo. According to the company, the 
products offer excellent mechanical proper-
ties, resistance to vibration and impact, and 
high optical quality and are aimed at various 
helicopter types.

“Vision Systems will also showcase its elec-
tronically dimmable windows, a high-end 
shading and privacy system using SPD (sus-
pended particle device) and PDLC (polymer 
dispersed liquid crystal) smart glass technol-
ogies,” it said. SPD allows glass or polycarbon-
ate to turn from opaque dark to transparent 
in milliseconds to regulate daylight, glare, and 
heat entering an aircraft.

“PDLC solutions provide an instant switch 
between transparent and opaque white 
without blocking visible light for immediate 
privacy while enjoying daylight,’ noted the 
company. “Both technologies can be com-
bined into one window, with or without seg-
mentation (such as a Venetian shade effect) 
for various customizable possibilities. They 
enhance visual, thermal, and acoustic comfort 
for a greater passenger experience.”

The company claims its dimmable windows 
offer many advantages over other systems, such 
as allowing infinite variable shading and instant 
response time and automatically switching to 
their darkest possible state when unpowered. 
This keeps the interior of the rotorcraft cooler 
on the tarmac and reduces air conditioning 
consumption. “An integrated IR barrier further 
strengthens heat blockage,” Vision Systems said.

The windows also block out more than 99.9 
percent of harmful UV light, even in transpar-
ent mode, to protect passengers and prevent 
interior equipment from fading. Fabrication 
involves multiple layers of noise-attenuating 
films to keep the cabin quieter.

“These smart shading systems provide a 
strong competitive advantage in terms of 
aftermarket,” Vision Systems said. “They 
use ultrathin, lightweight, scratch-resistant 
composite glass, saving interior cabin space 
and delivering superior optical performance. 
Furthermore, in addition to being silent, light, 
and compact, these solutions have no moving 
parts, reducing maintenance and downtime 
compared to shades.”

Vision Systems is also presenting one of its 
latest innovations for ambiance creation and 
personalization of passenger space, a smart-
glass partition between pilot and passengers, 
consisting of a switchable projection display 
showing messages, images, or videos. “When 
nothing is displayed, this divider can remain 

transparent or opaque (white or dark) to offer 
more privacy,” it said.

Tel Aviv, Israel-based Gauzy, a material sci-
ence and nanotechnology developer, acquired 
Vision Systems in February 2022. The Gauzy 
subsidiary is based near Lyon, France, with 
production and sales facilities in Florida, and 
trade offices in Singapore, Dubai, and Mon-
treal. It is a supplier that designs, produces, 
and markets bespoke solutions for the aero-
space, land transport, and marine industries.

“Vision Systems has developed a comprehen-
sive know-how to create built-to-spec robust, 
compact, lightweight, plug-and-play solutions 
with various options for customization,” it said. 

“The company masters different processes such 
as resin transfer molding, thermocompression, 
thermoforming, and draping, alongside being 
specialists in mechanics and electronics.”

Its product range includes cyclic sticks, 
interior linings, sun visors, electric composite 
footsteps, bad-weather windows, jettisonable 
composite frames, electronically dimmable 
windows, and smart partitions. z
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VFS leader believes in technology’s power
by Charles Alcock

When you meet a true believer in the power of 
technology to transform an industry you care 
about, it’s hard not to get re-energized by their 
fervor and focus. Vertical Flight Society (VFS) 
executive director Mike Hirschberg is just such 
a believer, but his strong engineering background 
has helped him to soberly assess and support the 
transformation now underway in the sector as 
new eVTOL aircraft approach the market.

The VFS, which morphed from 
the American Helicopter Society 
in 2018, was one of the first profes-
sional bodies to see the potential for 
distributed electric propulsion and 
autonomous flight capability to 
support cleaner, quieter, and more 
cost-effective forms of vertical lift. 

“It was around 2013 that a number 
of our people started getting very 
excited about this and saw it as hav-
ing a lot of potential, so we started 
a series of workshops around the 
theme of transformative vertical flight,” Hirsch-
berg reflected.

Ten years later, what increasingly became 
known as urban or advanced air mobility stands 
at the forefront of much of the VFS’s mission, as 
reflected in well-supported events such as the 
Electric VTOL Symposium and the Autonomous 
VTOL Technical Meeting held in Mesa, Arizona, 
in January. In May, the group will hold its 79th 
Annual Forum & Technology Display in West 
Palm Beach, Florida.

The VFS differs from many industry associa-
tions in having a membership base of individu-
als, with around 6,400 such members in industry, 
academia, and government from around the 
globe. It also counts 180 corporate members, 
and that tally has grown significantly over the 
past six years.

Among their numbers are eVTOL aircraft 
pioneers Joby, Archer, and Lilium, all of which 
quickly have risen through the ranks from the 
small business category to become “gold” mem-
bers. That means they are just one step in the 
society’s hierarchy below the long- established 

“big five” helicopter manufacturers, namely Bell, 
Sikorsky, Airbus, Leonardo, and Boeing.

Hirschberg sees no tension in having the 
eVTOL crowd under one roof with their older 
rotorcraft cousins (some might say ancestors). 

“If you need to hover for a long time the helicop-
ter is still the best solution with its large disc area 
and large-diameter rotors,” he told AIN. “But 
there are specific applications where an eVTOL 
is a better solution. We think helicopters will be 
around for a long time.”

The VFS has provided a sup-
portive environment for the 
advanced air mobility revolu-
tionaries as they have progressed 
their plans with a touch of bra-
vado not normally associated 
with the more conservative 
elements in the aviation indus-
try. “This is not a get-rich-quick 
scheme; we’ve been saying that 
for a long time,” Hirschberg said. 

“It takes a decade, $1 billion, and a 
thousand engineers [to get a new 

eVTOL aircraft certified] before you start getting 
any revenues.”

In his view, some of the eVTOL leaders will 
succeed over the next few years, despite the lim-
itations of some aspects of the supporting tech-
nology. “Batteries still suck compared to fossil 
fuels, with only about 5 percent of the energy 
density, so it will be a relatively narrow niche,” 
he commented. “On the other hand, helicopters 
cost a lot of money because they tend to be in 
the hangar [not earning money] most of the day.”

The VFS has also advanced a case for hydro-
gen propulsion that it hopes could deliver on 
both the net zero carbon objectives of the 
industry and cost-effective levels of perfor-
mance for aircraft. In May 2020, it formed the 
Hydrogen-Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing 
(H2eVTOL) Council, which recently spun off 
into a new independent nonprofit organization 
known as the Hysky Society, led by advanced air 
mobility entrepreneur Danielle McLean.

Along with advocating for hydrogen as a 
clean and sustainable energy source for the avi-
ation industry, the Hysky society will do public 

outreach work to educate the general population 
about the benefits of hydrogen-powered eVTOL 
aircraft and how they can shape the future of 
transportation, according to VFS.

Monthly meetings previously held by the 
H2eVTOL Council will continue on the third 
Monday of every month, but the meetings will 
henceforth be referred to as “Hysky Monthly.” 
The Hysky society is now accepting new mem-
bers. Those interested in joining can sign up 
via Hysky’s website. The organization also 
accepts donations.

“I’ve always said that there are a thousand 
reasons why eVTOLs won’t work and the same 
is true of hydrogen,” Hirschberg commented. 

“What we’re trying to do is bring people together 
to make it work.”

In the bigger picture, the VFS has just released 
a new strategy document to define its future 
objectives. One of the biggest items on the to-do 
list is helping the vertical flight industry recruit 
10,000 or more engineers.

The society firmly believes in taking a diverse 
approach to recruiting newcomers to an industry 
that many have considered somewhat traditional 
and one-dimensional in terms of its talent food 
chain. “If we keep doing the same thing over 
and over we’ll just get the same people, so we 
can’t afford to exclude people of diversity,” said 
Hirschberg. “We’re trying to reach out to schools 
and universities that haven’t generally been 
approached [to contact students].”

As he prepares to step down as VFS execu-
tive director in mid-2023 to assume a new role 
with the society, Hirschberg firmly believes 
that the vertical flight sector will succeed in 
re-inventing itself. Does that mean he believes 
the front-runners in the eVTOL aircraft race to 
market will achieve their ambitious timelines 
to start commercial air taxi services barely two 
years from now?

“We know we can get people to fly in eVTOL 
aircraft, and it’s a matter of when not if,” he con-
cluded. “This is as revolutionary as going over to 
the smartphone. We think we’ll look back on the 
first wave of eVTOLs and say how limited they 
were, but 2025 is not the finish line, it’s just the 
beginning in giving birth to this revolution.” z

Vertical Flight Society 
executive director  

Mike Hirschberg
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Avionics manufacturers  
hold keys to extending 
helicopter lifespans
by Mario Pierobon

The life cycle of a helicopter lasts several 
decades, and helicopters can maintain their 
economic viability well into their lifespan. 
But as technology in general develops, at 
some point helicopter equipment becomes 
obsolete. Avionics upgrades in particular offer 
opportunities for obsolescence management 
to operators of older machines.

According to Pat Coleman, manager of 
aviation aftermarket sales for the Americas 
at Garmin (Booth 5020), operators look 
for safety enhancements for their missions, 
enhanced quality and reliability, modern-
ization, simplified operations, increased 
integration, weight savings, reduced cost 
of ongoing operations, and flat-rate repairs.

Bedford, Texas-based Reb Technologies 
(Booth B5315) has opened an international 
division that focuses on avionics upgrades 

called REMS. “Our goal is to provide a clean 
crew station with the information needed to 
ensure safety of flight, particularly safety in 
the critical phases of flight,” said Jeff Stubbs, 
Rebtech senior v-p of operations and systems 
technology. “The biggest issue we see today is 
that companies—and more so governments—
are still doing business as they were pre-Covid. 
Aviation took a pretty sizeable lump during 
the pandemic; spare parts are rare and when 
they are available, one has to jump. We are 
seeing an increase in avionics obsolescence 
due to sub-vendors closing and key subcom-
ponents no longer available.”

Helicopter operators must consider the 
return on investment for upgrade options when 
considering an avionics system, said Universal 
Avionics CEO Dror Yahav. “Some cost-saving 
benefits are easily recognized, while others 
require further analysis,” he explained. “Obvious 
benefits include enhanced mission capabilities, 

which increase efficiency and allow operators 
to do more. Other system enhancements may 
[involve] operations with flight planning and 
performance improvements to save time and 
reduce costs.”

According to Chris Polynin, director of prod-
uct management at L3Harris Commercial Avia-
tion Solutions (Booth C2431), interoperability 
with existing systems is a critical requirement 
of helicopter operators. “They need the ability 
to add a new capability without a wholesale 
replacement of the existing cockpit,” he said. 

“Our products, for example, are designed to play 
well with others, utilizing standard interfaces. 
The Navy and oil industries require tactical 
navigation systems, and we have operators 
using our TACAN+. For offshore helicopters, 
TCAS is in demand because of reduced visibil-
ity and dense traffic. Just in the Gulf of Mexico, 
there are about 2,500 sorties per day.”

Andrew Barker, vice president of integrated 
avionics at Honeywell Aerospace (Booth 
B808), explained that the two primary driv-
ers of helicopter avionics upgrades are analog 
instrument obsolescence and the need for 
improved situational awareness, which sup-
pliers can satisfy by adding synthetic vision 
and terrain to the cockpit displays. “The 
addition of an integrated radar altimeter and 
ADS-B traffic information services/flight infor-
mation services on the primary flight display 
are also significant contributors,” he said. “In 
addition, navigation upgrades such as wide 
area augmentation system and certified class 
B terrain are also drivers of the upgrades. 
Depending on the operator, they may look for 
a few or potentially all features.”

Some less easily recognizable cost benefits 
can come from the maintenance areas of the 
operation, noted Yahav. “Older antiquated 
avionics may require more frequent, costly 
repairs due to their age,” he said. “There 
may be a significant reduction in component 
weight when upgrading to newer avionics 
suites, once again, improving capabilities 
and reducing operating costs. There may also 
be a reduction in required spares to keep in 
stock and an increase in repair capabilities of 
the newer, non-antiquated equipment. All of 
these can be rolled up into an extremely hard 
to value but nonetheless very valuable benefit 
of safety in all operations.” z

Garmin’s cockpit upgrade for the Eurocopter AS350 replaces a variety of legacy primary flight 
instruments including the primary attitude indicator, course deviation indicator, horizontal situation 
indicator, and multi-function display. 
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Hill plans to develop turbine heli 
engine costing less than $100,000
by Mark Huber

Hill Helicopters CEO Jason Hill says he is com-
pletely convinced that he can build the GT50 tur-
bine engine for his new HX50 helicopter for less 
than the price of a new Lycoming IO-540 six-cyl-
inder piston aviation engine, even for less than 
$100,000 each. And where did he get this ambi-
tious idea? In part, from the late Frank Robinson.

A quarter century ago, then 20-year-old Hill 
worked three jobs to save the $10,000 he needed 
to come to Long Beach, California, from the UK 
and get his helicopter license in a Robinson R22 
over the course of six weeks. While in California, 
he arranged to meet Robinson at the company 
factory in Torrance. Hill, then an aeronautical 
engineering student, dreamt of building his own 
production helicopter and he wanted to talk to 
someone who actually had done it.

Hill recalled the meeting. “I dutifully turned 
up with my little book full of questions and stood 
there and grilled him in the lobby,” he said. “He 
was very polite and very generous with his time. 
He answered all of my questions and put me right 
on the things I got wrong. And he gave me what I 
thought was a knowing look as to why I was ask-
ing those questions because he probably asked 
those same ones himself a few years earlier. He 
made me believe that I could do this. It was one 
of the most formative moments of my life.”

Hill Helicopters aims to fly the HX50 for the 
first time later this year. Hill’s immediate mar-
ket, first for the kit-assembled HX50 and later 
a fully-certified version, the HC50, is supercar 
buyers—private individuals with the means 
to spend up to $1 million or more on a discre-
tionary purchase. But even with such rarified 
clientele, Hill sees a need for economy, and 
that centers on the engine. Hill called available 
engines “unreasonably expensive,” giving his 
company “no choice” but to “think bigger.”

“The GT50 is being designed and tested to 
the latest revision of EASA and FAR certifica-
tion standards, which is a higher standard than 
any existing certified light aircraft engine. Our 

test engines will be run through full-life test-
ing on the bench and our prototype aircraft 
will be flown for their full-service life as part 
of our ongoing shakedown testing,” Hill told 
AIN. Building the engine in-house exemplifies 
another example of Hill’s commitment to lean, 
vertically-integrated manufacturing, he added.

“The commercial forces here are much bigger 
than the engineering problems we have to solve,” 
said Hill. “In terms of the engine, there are really 
two sides to it: it really doesn’t cost all that much 
[comparatively] to develop these engines, but it 
becomes ludicrously expensive [when people only 
use the engine for a single purpose]. The [capi-
tal expenditure] gets very big very quickly. The 
key is just making sure that you can sell enough 
helicopters so that [the engine cap ex] becomes a 
smaller cost per helicopter. It comes back to the 
price point—you’ve got to be able to deliver the 
aircraft at a price point that commercial operators 
can finance it and make a living, and that private 
owners can afford to buy and not be crippled by 
the depreciation because of the calendar mainte-
nance that is looming around the corner.”

Referencing the engine, Hill explained his 
team began with performance targets including 
the ability to carry five 210-pound passengers 
and their luggage, cruise for three hours, and 

hover out-of-ground effect (OGE) at 10,000 
feet msl on ISA plus 15 deg C temperature days. 

“That set the parameters for the engine,” Hill said, 
adding he aims for the GT50 to produce 400 shp 
max continuous, 440 shp for five minutes, and 
500 shp for 30 seconds. That power provides 
enough margin to get pilots “out of trouble,” 
he said. While the GT50 traces its origin in an 
industrial engine to provide “low development 
risk,” the design has been modified for the 
helicopter. An annular combustor replaced the 
three-chamber combustor to improve the size of 
the package and reduce weight. Hill replaced the 
two-stage turbine with a single-stage model that 
is slightly higher loaded. It also optimized the 
secondary air system to improve cooling.

Hill is building parts for the first engine 
now and plans to build “three or four” more 
in the course of bench testing and validating 
the design and performance before it finds its 
way onto the aircraft. Hill said he thinks he 
can get individual engine cost below $100,000 

“easily” based on a run rate of 500 helicopters 
a year, the company’s ultimate production 
goal. He does not see the need to offer the 
GT50 engine for other applications to make it 
economically viable, he further noted.

While admitting the road ahead, both for 
the helicopter and its engine, is ambitious, Hill 
remains confident of success. “It’s just like eating 
an elephant: one bite at a time,”  he concluded. z

Hill Helicopters CEO Jason Hill.

GT50



Loft Dynamics demos 
360-degree VR simulator
Loft Dynamics gave AIN editor-in-chief Matt 
Thurber a chance to fly its full-motion virtual 
reality (VR) simulator at Heli-Expo to demon-
strate how accurately it replicates the Airbus 
A350B3e/H125 helicopters. During the demo, 
Thurber got to experience full immersion in the 
VR environment. Here, he describes the experience.

by Matt Thurber

Loft Dynamics’s simulator holds EASA flight 
simulation training device (FSTD) FTD Level 
3 authorization (equivalent to FAA Level 7 
FTD). It became the first company to receive 
EASA FNPT II authorization for its motion-
base Robinson R22 VR simulator in 2021.

The Loft VR design not only replicates the 
cockpit and the real world in any direction 
that the pilot looks but it allows for anima-
tion of the occupants. This means the pilot 
wearing the VR headset can see his or her own 

“artificially represented body,” that is, hands 
and feet manipulating the controls and mov-
ing buttons and switches. That is an advan-
tage of the VR environment, according to Fabi 
Riesen, co-founder and CEO of Zurich-based 
Loft (Booth C2610, formerly VRM Switzer-
land). “Virtual reality is important to give the 
pilot full immersion,” he explained.

The Loft simulator mounts on an electri-
cally driven 6-degrees-of-freedom motion 
platform developed in-house by Loft engi-
neers, adding to the realistic flight charac-
teristics. The H125 simulator at Heli-Expo 
is equipped with standard instrumentation, 
but Loft is also developing an optional cock-
pit with Garmin G500H TXi and GTN 650Xi 
touchscreen displays. Another VR advantage 
is that Loft can design the cockpit with touch-
screen displays that replicate the real avionics, 
but the real avionics hardware isn’t needed as 
all the action takes place in software.

During the demo of the H125, I was able 
to experience full immersion in the VR envi-
ronment. The simulator operator/instructor 

sits at a three-screen console in front of the 
simulator where he can see what the pilot sees 
while wearing the Varjo VR headset.

With the headset on and adjusted to assure 
proper alignment and resolution, the opera-
tor performed the takeoff and then handed off 
the controls to me one at a time, beginning 
with the collective, then pedals, and cyclic. 
We were immersed in a daytime view of a val-
ley surrounded by Swiss mountains. 

The controls were just as sensitive and 
responsive as the real helicopter, which I have 

flown. But what was fascinating was that I 
could see my animated hand reaching for the 
instrument panel to adjust the lighting settings 
when the operator changed the outside view 
from day to night. He demonstrated how the 
operator can gradually or instantly change visi-
bility from VMC to IMC, which is tremendously 
helpful for training pilots to handle inadvertent 
IMC encounters. The motion platform added 
a lot of fidelity to the experience, especially 

when the operator switched on turbulence, 
starting with mild, then moderate, and finally 
a few seconds at the severe level.

I tried a visual approach to a hover, but mis-
judged the height of the helicopter and bounced 
off the runway surface. I should have paid more 
attention to the runway elevation and watched 
the altimeter, but I was having too much fun fly-
ing and looking outside. I’m sure it wouldn’t take 
long to get used to flying close to the ground, 
and after removing the headset, I just wanted 
to spend more time in the simulator.

As it did with the H125, Loft is working with 
Airbus Helicopters on replicating the flight 
dynamics of the H145 for its next simulator. The 
R22 sells for roughly $200,000, while the H125 
costs less than $1 million, according to Riesen.

The first H125 delivered to a U.S. customer 
went to Colorado Highland Helicopters in 

Durango, Colorado. Along with high-altitude 
and initial training, the company uses the simu-
lator to train pilots on external loads. Company 
owner and chief pilot Brandon Laird said that 
learning external loads in the simulator gives 
pilots more time to learn how the helicopter 
reacts without the risk and high cost of train-
ing in the machine. Students are soloing in the 
real helicopter in only five “blade” hours after 
training in the simulator, he said. z
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The Loft Dynamics Airbus H125 virtual reality simulator, with a full-motion base, replicates the helicop-
ter’s flying characteristics and provides a 360-degree view of the cockpit and outside world.
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Leonardo AW09  
order book tops 50
by Mark Huber

Leonardo’s order book for the 
AW09 turbine single pushed past 
50 on Tuesday with the announce-
ment of new deposit-backed res-
ervations for the helicopter from 
customers including Brazil’s Aero 
Service Representação, Helitech 
Asia, Safomar in South Africa, Dis-
kopsa in Panama and Guatemala, 
Heliflite in Oceania, and Aero 
Facility in Japan. The company 
declined to specify the number of 
aircraft ordered by each customer. 

The order news comes less 

than two months after Leonardo 
announced an engine change for 
the helicopter to the Safran Arriel 
2K. Emilio Dalmasso, Leonardo 
senior vice-president of new 
products business development, 
said the company expected the 
AW09’s order book to top 100 
by year-end and could hit 200 
before anticipated certification 
in mid-2024. A company spokes-
man stressed that the 200 num-
ber was not a minimum threshold 
for serial production, merely a 
forecast based on demand trends.

Also on Tuesday, Leonardo 

(Booth B1005) announced an agree-
ment with helicopter air ambulance 
operator and completion center 
Metro Aviation to collaborate on the 
promotion of the AW09 to the EMS 
market and the development of air-
craft interiors, STCs, service, and 
training for the helicopter. “Com-
bining our industrial capabilities 

with Metro Aviation’s extensive 
and recognized experience in oper-
ations and support enhances the 
AW09 value proposition, providing 
superior mission capabilities to the 
operators of this platform in a prime 
single-engine market like USA,” said 
Gian Piero Cutillo, Leonardo Heli-
copters managing director.  z

Now powered by the Safran Arriel 2K engine, Leonardo’s AW09 is expected 
to achieve type certification in mid-2024.

AvPanels added as reseller for 
FreeFlight 5G-tolerant radalts

FreeFlight Systems has appointed AvPanels as a preferred reseller 
of its Terrain series of radar altimeters designed to avoid disrup-
tion by spurious 5G C-band network interference. The manufac-
turer says the new equipment, using digital signal technology, is 
the first major upgrade to radar altimeter radio frequency circuits 
in decades and weighs 60 percent less than current devices.

Operators of rotorcraft including the Robinson R44, Bell 206/407, 
Airbus AS350, and MD Helicopters MD 500/530 can now order 
the Terrain RA-5500 units for single installations, the RA-6500 
for dual installations, or opt for the RA-4500 Mark II unit as a 
drop-in replacement for existing RA-4000 or RA-4500 equipment. 
FreeFlight (Booth B1420) said it intends to have supplemental type 
certificates in place for other models by mid-May.

“We are seeing increased demand for 5G-tolerant radar altim-
eter solutions across rotorcraft, business aviation, and advanced 
air mobility markets,” said FreeFlight sales and marketing vice 
president Shane LaPlante. “We understand the criticality of safe 
continued operations in the face of airworthiness directives and 
are excited to extend these solutions to law enforcement, air 
medical, search and rescue, and other operators that navigate 
dense urban centers.” C.A.

Foresight MX HUMS upgrade 
now available for MD 530F
Operators of MD 530F helicopters now have the option of installing 
the Foresight MX predictive health and usage monitoring system 
(HUMS) through a new partnership between GPMS International 
and MD Helicopters announced at the Heli-Expo show.

The STC to install Foresight MX on the MD 530F came in 2022, 
and the manufacturer already has installed three systems. The 
HUMS continuously monitors the helicopter’s engine and drivetrain, 
providing remaining useful life estimates on trending parts.

According to GPMS (Booth B3214), the system also guides oper-
ators on how to optimize rotor track and balance adjustments after 
each flight and provides flight data monitoring with exceedance 
alerting. It handles data acquisition and transfer automatically and, 
by accessing the cloud-based system from any device, operators 
can monitor their fleet anywhere in the world in real-time.

“The more data our operators can share on health and usage of 
their aircraft, the better we can support them and keep them fly-
ing,” said Ryan Weeks, MD Helicopters’ customer support v-p. “With 
Foresight MX, the generational leap in HUMS capabilities makes it 
easy for operators to share details on how the aircraft is performing, 
which allows MD to troubleshoot and resolve issues faster and 
improve our spares and repairs forecasting accuracy.” C.A.



Bell 429 set for corporate and 
charter ops in Costa del Sol
by Charles Alcock

A private owner in Spain has 
become the latest European 
customer for Bell’s 429 twin-en-
gine helicopter. On Tuesday, the 
manufacturer announced it has 
signed a purchase agreement for 
the aircraft, which will be oper-
ated by local sales representative 
World Aviation on behalf of the 
undisclosed client.

The 429 will fly corporate 
transportation and charter ser-
vices in the Costa del Sol and 
other regions of Spain. World 
Aviation began in 2014 and has 
served as an independent repre-
sentative for Bell since 2020.

The Malaga-based company 
specializes in passenger and cargo 
transportation, aerial work, and 
VIP transfers. It also offers pilot 

training, maintenance, engineering, 
and other operational services.

According to Bell (Booth 
B5504), the 429 has proved a pop-
ular choice for VIP operations in 
Europe, where it has delivered 90 
of the aircraft. Operators in that 
region also include Heli Securité 

(France), Wucher Helicopter 
(Austria), and Starspeed (UK, 
Greece, and Cyprus). Swiss oper-
ators of the type include HeliAlps, 
Airport Helicopter, Air Zermatt, 
and Centaurium Aviation.

“The Bell 429 is continuing to 
showcase its breadth of abilities 

for our European customers—
from law enforcement in Sweden 
and soon passenger transport in 
the Costa del Sol,” said Patrick 
Moulay, Bell’s senior vice presi-
dent for international sales. “The 
combination of twin engines, IFR 
capability, and Bell’s BasiX-Pro 
integrated avionics means the 
429 is able to fly in more locations 
and in a wide range of weather 
conditions, making it a highly 
versatile aircraft for corporate 
VIP missions in Europe.”

The aircraft is powered by a pair 
of Pratt & Whitney engines, each 
delivering 625 shp to provide a 
cruise speed of just over 151 kt. The 
429 flies missions including search 
and rescue, law enforcement, and 
emergency medical services. A total 
of 430 units operate worldwide.

Customers can opt for a more 
luxurious cabin by specifying the 
Designer Series interior, which 
includes special options for leather 
fittings, flooring, and metal finishes, 
as well as tailored consoles, door 
accent panels, and headliners. z
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The Bell 429 can cruise at 151 knots and is a popular helicopter for VIP oper-
ations in Europe, as well as SAR, law enforcement, and EMS.

Metro Aviation (Booth C4012) celebrated its one millionth flight hour at this year’s Heli-Expo. Metro operates a fleet of 170 air ambulances for 43 hospital 
programs nationwide and employs more than 1,000. The record-setting flight took place on January 6 in an Airbus EC145 Metro operated for Indiana 
University Health. Metro estimates that it has flown 704,228 patients since its founding in 1982. 
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Bell 429 gets the hook
by Mark Huber

Onboard Systems (Booth C2020) is display-
ing an advanced prototype of its Talon HEC 
(human external cargo) dual cargo hook kit 
for the Bell 429 at Heli-Expo 2023.

Launch customer Cap-
itol Helicopters is pro-
viding fit-check and flight 
test assistance for the kit’s 
certification. Once certi-
fied, the kit will provide a 
certified solution for Part 
133 external load missions, 
including HEC, high-value cargo, utility line 
work, short-haul, and search and rescue. 

With Y-rope attached to both cargo hooks, 
the system has a load limit of 1,322 pounds for 
HEC missions. The kit consists of fixed pro-
visions, controls, and dual Talon LC hydraulic 
cargo hooks mounted to a lightweight frame. 
It can be installed on an aircraft with no 

prior cargo hook installation 
and is also compatible with 
Bell dual hook factory fixed 
provisions. The Onboard 
kit offers improved ground 
clearance and safety features 
such as keeperless hooks that 
eliminate dynamic rollout, a 

high-reliability hydraulic backup release sys-
tem, and optional onboard weighing system. z

Sikorsky taps PHI for customer support
PHI’s MRO Services division is now a 
Sikorsky-authorized customer support cen-
ter for the S-92 and S-76C helicopter mod-
els from its Lafayette, Louisiana facility. PHI 
(Booth C3820) has national and international 
capabilities and its MRO services range from 
completions to heavy maintenance. “With 74 
years of experience, our entire team, from 
engineers to maintenance technicians, are 
ready for anything,” said Tom Neumann, PHI 
MRO Services president. 

“Our customers will benefit from the 

advanced service capabilities and technical 
expertise provided by PHI,” said Leon Silva, 
Sikorsky vice president of global, commer-
cial, and military systems. 

PHI operates 240 aircraft from 70 loca-
tions worldwide. PHI MRO Services maintains 
a wide range of helicopter models and engines 
and is a Part 145 FAA-approved maintenance 
center with DAR/DER authorization. It has stra-
tegically positioned resources internationally 
and its teams can meet the requirements of 
multiple international regulators.   M.H.

Milestone 
leases four 
Leonardos
by Hanneke Weitering

Helicopter leasing company Milestone Avia-
tion Group (Booth C4431) has agreed to lease 
four Leonardo helicopters to the German off-
shore operator HeliService International, the 
companies announced Tuesday at HAI Heli-
Expo in Atlanta. 

The lease agreements cover two Leonardo 
AW139s and two AW169s. Milestone recently 
handed over the first AW139 to HeliService, 
and plans call for delivery of the second 
AW139 in April. 

HeliService plans to operate the AW139s at 
its offshore wind farm at the German Bight in 
the southeastern region of the North Sea. The 
AW169s, which Leonardo plans to deliver in 
mid-2023, will support offshore wind projects 
in Taiwan, according to Milestone. 

“Offshore wind is an exciting growth area 
for helicopter leasing, and we are delighted 
to be able to support HeliService as they 
expand their fleet and services,” said Sebas-
tien Moulin, Milestone’s head of Europe and 
the Americas. “We look forward to a long and 
successful relationship with HeliService.”

“The Taiwanese offshore wind market is 
one of the key global growth markets for off-
shore wind,” added HeliService CEO Oliver 
Freiland. “Helicopters are a crucial element in 
meeting this growth in demand given the vital 
role they play in ensuring the maintenance of 
offshore wind turbines, particularly in the 
harsh sea conditions of Taiwan.” z

Maintaining PHI’s 240 aircraft, PHI MRO Services, now a Sikorsky-authorized customer support 
center, is responsible for maintenance of a variety of aircraft and engines.

Talon HEC (human external cargo) 
dual cargo hook kit for the Bell 429

Milestone’s leases 
will position Leonardo 
AW139s and AW169s for 
offshore wind projects.
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Stratom and Imenco developing  
robotic refueling technology
by Hanneke Weitering

Robotic refueling and autono-
mous systems specialist Stra-
tom has partnered with Imenco 
(Booth B2322), a Norwegian com-
pany that makes helicopter refuel-
ing systems for offshore activities, 
to develop an autonomous refuel-
ing system for industrial, aviation, 
defense, and offshore industries.

According to Stratom, the new 
partnership will provide clients 
with a safe and sustainable refuel-
ing system that will help organiza-
tions streamline their operating 
efficiency, optimize resources, 
and maximize human capital.

“This partnership is a great 
opportunity for both Imenco 
and Stratom to combine their 
innovative technologies to offer 
clients a complete remote oper-
ating refueling system,” said Ross 

Edmonds, Imenco’s aviation sales 
manager. “With our FuelScan 
Series of refueling systems and 
Stratom’s autonomous capabil-
ities, we can offer a complete 
refueling, testing, and reporting 
system that removes the need for 
human interaction.”

Imenco’s FuelScan products 
automatically monitor fuel levels 

through self-sampling, and its 
activity logs can be accessed 
from any location. Under the 
new partnership, FuelScan will 
work in concert with Stratom’s 
Rapid autonomous refueling and 
liquid transfer system to deliver 
what the companies say will be 
the “best-in-class” autonomous 
robotic refueling system. z

AeroSync Max and Nova C4ISR installed on AW139
Astronautics Corporation of America and Nova 
Systems are jointly installing airborne C4ISR mis-
sion systems on a Leonardo AW139 helicopter for 
operation by a European customer for search and 
rescue and law enforcement applications. The 
modification will feature Astronautics’s AeroSync 
Max wireless airborne communication system to 

provide avionics and mission data routing, as well 
as security controls for managing data between the 
mission system and the helicopter’s avionics suite.

Nova Systems is providing its C4ISR system, 
which encompasses command, control, communi-
cations, computer, intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance elements. It recently took delivery 
of the first AeroSync Max equipment and it now 
is testing it in its systems integration laboratory 
before flight testing starts in April to prepare for 
service entry in late 2023.

AeroSync Max is a secure, integrated wireless 
data transmission system that provides high-
speed-data connectivity, securely enabling flight, 
mission, and maintenance data gateway applica-
tions for new and in-service aircraft.  C.A.

The Astronautics AeroSync Max wireless airborne 
communications system is being paired with Nova 
Systems’ C4ISR. 

Imenco and Stratom will work together to 
deliver a fully autonomous robotic refueling 
system for offshore operations.

Toll orders 
two AW139s 

Toll Helicopters, a Bris-
bane-based provider of 
specialized mission-critical 
helicopter services, has 
expanded its fleet of AW139 
intermediate twin helicopters 
in Australia with the purchase 
of two additional units from 
Leonardo (Booth B1005). 

Toll expects delivery of 
the AW139s in the second 
half of 2023 and to supple-
ment its existing fleet of 10 
AW139 helicopters, bringing 
the total to 12. It uses three 
to support pilot training, 
emergency response and 
disaster relief missions, and 
other Australian Defense 
Force (ADF) exercises. 

Once delivered, the two 
new AW139s will fulfill Toll’s 
contract requirements for 
two major ADF programs: 
the Crash Response Helicop-
ter Service program for the 
Australian Army’s 1st Aviation 
Regiment in Darwin and the 
Army Commercial Helicopter 
program for the 5th Aviation 
Regiment in Townsville. 

The helicopters come 
equipped with a searchlight, 
cargo hook, hoist, and elec-
tro-optical/infrared sensors, 
making them capable of 
supporting a variety of ADF 
training and disaster-relief 
missions. They feature an 
advanced navigation and 
collision avoidance system 
to help pilots fly in challeng-
ing environments. Leonardo 
has sold several of the heli-
copters to Australia for law 
enforcement and surveil-
lance applications. H.W.
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Coulson adds high-capacity 
tanks to Chinook firefighters
by Charles Alcock

Columbia Helicopters is boosting the 
firefighting capability of its Model 234 
Chinooks by offering Coulson Aviation’s 
RADS-L large-capacity, high-flow tanks as 
optional equipment. Coulson originally 
designed the tanks, which can hold up to 
3,000 gallons of water or fire retardant, for 
C-130 fixed-wing aircraft.

Under a partnership announced at the Heli-
Expo show on Wednesday, the companies 

have adapted the RADS-L equipment to the 
Model 234 heavy-lift rotorcraft, which also 
performs tasks such as logging and logis-
tics support. They say it will help operators 
respond more effectively to wildfires.

“As the OEM of the Model 234, we are always 
looking for ways to offer more options and 
capabilities to our customers, and the RADS-L 
is an innovative and effective firefighting tool 
that could help save lives and protect prop-
erty,” said Rob Roedts, Columbia’s vice presi-
dent of aircraft solutions.

Like Columbia (Booth 6427), Coulson has 
been in business for more than 60 years as 
an aircraft operator as well as a designer and 
manufacturer. It operates permanent bases in 
the U.S., Australia, Canada, and Chile. z

Baur joins USHST as 
industry co-chair
by Mark Huber

Chris Baur has succeeded Nick 
Mayhew as the new industry 
co-chair of the United States Heli-
copter Safety Team (USHST). 
Baur is the founder of Hughes 
Aerospace, an air navigation 

service provider, and a member 
of USHST infrastructure working 
group with expertise in NextGen 
and global performance-based 
navigation. 

Baur also is a dual-rated ATP/
CFII with more than 15,000 
hours of flight time in fixed 

and rotary-wing aircraft. He 
has served in the U.S. Army, Air 
Force, and Coast Guard and is a 
senior captain for a major U.S. 
air carrier. He holds a BS degree 
from Embry-Riddle, an MBA 
from Brown University, and is a 
Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical 
Society. He begins his new role at 

Heli-Expo 2023. 
The USHST formed in 2013 to 

lead government and industry 
cooperative efforts to promote 
safety and reduce civil helicop-
ter fatal accidents. It serves as a 
regional partner with the world-
wide Vertical Aviation Safety 
Team (VAST).   z

Coulson Aviation will fit its 
RADS-L tanks to Colum-
bia’s Model 234 Chinook 
helicopters. 

Rebtech gets approval for 
UH-60 night vision lighting mod 

Reb Technologies (Rebtech) last month received an FAA supplemen-
tal type certificate (STC) to install its night vision lighting on a UH-60A 
helicopter operated by HeliStream. The California-based operator 
also has ordered the equipment for installation in its Bell 205. The 
work has begun at Rebtech’s facility in Bedford, Texas.

According to Rebtech president Richard Borkowski, its night vision 
lighting has become a popular option for the UH-60A. HeliStream is 
an existing customer for other modification projects using Rebtech 
lighting systems, for which it now holds more than 30 FAA STCs and 
also approvals from European regulator EASA. Rebtech (Booth B5315) 
has conducted equipment installations for customers in Africa, Asia, 
Europe, and Australia, as well as in South, Central, and North America.

“Working with Rebtech to equip our UH-60 with night vision 
modifications was an easy decision,” said HeliStream director of 
maintenance Golden Anderson. C.A.

Chris Baur, the new 
industry co-chair of 
the United States Heli-
copter Safety Team.
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HAI publishes roadmap for AAM Ops
by Mark Huber

HAI has issued its Roadmap of Advanced Air 
Mobility Operations in cooperation with Crown 
Consulting and the HAI Advanced Air Mobility 
Advisory Council (AAM-IAC). The Roadmap 
identifies near-term, mid-term, and long-term 
scenarios for AAM and specific goals to gain 
public acceptance and regulatory approval.

Specifically, the document serves as an aid 
to coordinate and communicate the priorities 

of HAI AAM-IAC members; inform regulators 
of identified challenges and solutions; assist 
the development of harmonious global stan-
dards; and raise awareness among the general 
public of the possibilities enabled by AAM. 

The roadmap addresses multiple areas 
including infrastructure use, development, 
and oversight and associated charging and 
electric requirements; regulations and air-
space use including the need to develop flexi-
ble and performance-based rules for airspace 

regulation and route development; training, 
vehicle development, and insurance; and AAM 
enterprise with considerations such as public 
acceptance and engagement and necessary 
industry support programs. 

Speaking of itself, HAI concluded, “No other 
organization is better positioned to assist 
the vertical aviation industry in its efforts to 
achieve these goals, and this roadmap high-
lights HAI’s plan to make AAM operations a 
reality in the near, mid, and far-term.”  z

Aerometals making 
IBF for Bell 412LP
by Hanneke Weitering

Aerometals, a California-based 
aerospace parts manufacturer, has 
announced a development pro-
gram to certify an engine inlet bar-
rier filter (IBF) system on the Bell 
412EP helicopter.

“[We] want to bring the same engine 
protection to the Bell 412 that we’ve 
been able to bring to the H60 and S70 
aircraft,” said Aerometals president 
and CEO Lorie Symon. Aerometals 
says it is collaborating with Bell on the 
development project.

“Bell wants to ensure that our oper-
ators have a solution to protect their 
engines from foreign object damage, 
erosion, engine degradation, and 
ultimately extend engine life while 
lowering the cost of ownership,” said 
Jennifer Lunsford, Bell’s director of 
aftermarket sales. 

According to Aerometals, Bell 
412EP operators who install the new 
IBF system will see “a significant 
reduction in premature removal and 
potentially reduced overhaul costs.” 

Aerometals, which is exhibiting 
at Heli-Expo in Atlanta this week 
(Booth B6320), is celebrating its 40th 
anniversary this year. “For a small 
business, we’ve grown a lot,” Symon 
told reporters during a briefing at 
Heli-Expo. “We started out in 1983 
with six people and we are now, in 
2023, 167 people with 150,000 square 
feet of manufacturing space.” 

Along with IBF systems, Aerometals 
provides a wide array of parts for both 
commercial and military aircraft. The 
company also supplies aftermarket 
replacement parts, also known as 
FAA-approved parts manufacturer 
approval products. z

Rotortrade closes Bell and 
Leonardo helicopter deals 
in Nigeria and Guatemala
Nigeria’s helicopter fleet will expand under aircraft deals 
confirmed at this week’s Heli-Expo show in Atlanta by 
sales group Rotortrade. The global preowned distributor 
for Leonardo announced the sale of three AW109s to Global 
Aviation Training and Maintenance in the west African coun-
try and the acquisition of a pair of Bell 407 models from 
offshore support group Caverton Helicopters.

Lagos-based Global Aviation partners with Caverton, 
which provides marine and aviation logistics services in 
the oil and gas sector in Nigeria and sub-Saharan Africa. 

“We chose the AW109 Trekker because it is the ideal plat-
form for training on light twin-engine helicopters,” said the 
company’s CEO Rotimi Makanjuola.

In another transaction announced this week, Rotortrade 
(Booth B4009) has placed two AW119Kx rotorcraft with Heli-
cópteros de Guatemala. The operator has Part 145 repair 
station approval and can adopt helicopters to meet the 
requirements of its customers.

Meanwhile, leasing group Milestone Aviation has 
signed a memorandum of understanding for the sale of 
seven helicopters to Rotortrade. The agreement covers a 
mix of Airbus H225 and Bell 412 aircraft, all set for delivery 
in the next few months.

Rotortrade operates 10 dealerships around the world, 
and offices in Florida, Kuala Lumpur, London, Los Angeles, 
Melbourne, Mexico City, Marseille, Paris, Riyadh, Singapore, 
Sarajevo, and Shanghai. C.A.

Inlet barrier filters can help prevent 
premature engine removals.
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Bell, Safran 
collaborate 
on 1st 100% 
SAF flight
by Mark Huber

The Bell 505 has become the first single- 
engine helicopter to fly with 100 per-
cent sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). Bell 
recently collaborated with Safran Helicop-
ter Engines, Neste, GKN Aerospace, and 
Virent to achieve the milestone. “Showcas-
ing a single-engine aircraft’s flight capabil-
ities with 100 percent SAF signals Bell’s 
commitment to alternative fuel usage and 
builds on its sustainability practices in its 
flight operations,” said Bell commercial 
business executive v-p Michael Thacker.

Safran Helicopter Engines’ Arrius 2R pow-
ers the Bell 505. “Our engines are certified 
to operate on up to 50 percent SAF and our 
objective is to certify in the coming years the 
use of 100 percent SAF, which can potentially 
result in carbon lifecycle emissions reduc-
tions of up to 80 percent,” said Safran Heli-
copter Engines executive v-p of programs 
Valentin Safir.

GKN Aerospace supplied the fuel system 
components while Neste and Virent, a Mar-
athon Petroleum subsidiary, collaborated 
to blend, test, and deliver the SAF as a 100 
percent drop-in fuel. 

Virent manufactures aromatics, a com-
ponent made from renewable plant sug-
ars, which were added to Neste’s neat SAF, 
eliminating the need to blend SAF with 
petroleum fuel. Bell’s training fleet and 
demonstration aircraft currently use an 
SAF blend. The team continues to guide 
customer conversations around its imple-
mentation and monitors SAF testing in a 
dedicated Bell 505 with Safran Helicopter 
Engines. z

Engine manufacturer Safran plans 
to certify the Bell 505’s Arrius 2R 
engine to run on 100 percent SAF.

reliable operations,” explained chief revenue 
officer Patrick Buckles. At Beta’s own expense, 
it has already established testbed vertiports at 
10 U.S. locations.

Archer chief operating officer Tom Muniz 
explained that the early routes flown by its 
four-passenger Midnight eVTOL will connect 
Manhattan with Newark Liberty International 
Airport by customer United Airlines. The 

California-based start-up, which plans to man-
ufacture its vehicles at a new site in Georgia 
with automotive group Stellantis, expects early 
AAM markets to start with just 20 or 30 aircraft.

“We’re not trying to replace helicopters,” 
Muniz assured the Heli-Expo audience. 

“We’re trying to make that incredible experi-
ence much more commonplace and afford-
able to many more people.”

So, assuming the AAM sector scales up 
at the rate its advocates expect with tens if 
not hundreds of thousands of aircraft, how 
is the air-crew-starved industry going to find 
enough pilots to fly them all?

Beta and Archer accept that will present a sig-
nificant challenge, but believe the novelty and 
energy behind the new mode of air transporta-
tion could re-energize the workforce. “We think 
there is some synergy between this need and 
the Part 121 [commercial airline] pilot short-
age,” Muniz maintained. “United is excited to 
give pilots coming out of its Aviate flight train-
ing school [the opportunity] to fly our Part 135 
operations to get up to the hours they need.”

Buckles agreed that AAM could become a 
conduit for attracting new pilots and tech-
nicians while stressing that the new sector 
will need a solid plan to ensure that the right 
skills are in place. “With all-electric aircraft, 
there are things that could hurt you really 
quickly if you don’t have the right training,” 
he concluded.  z
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Leif Olestad from the Norwegian Air Ambulance 
Foundation (left) with Balkiz Sarihan, Airbus 
head of urban air mobility.
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That includes turning to helicopter pilots 
and transferring them to fixed-wing aircraft, 
McKay continued. “They’re doing this very 
successfully…Anybody who was a helicop-
ter pilot is being thrown so much money, so 
many signing bonuses, [and] a really clear 
[mandate] to keep growing in their career,” 
she lamented. “The helicopter industry 
needs to come together and figure out how 
do we grow our own population and then 
retain it.”

Other panelists gave key advice on the need 
for managers’ willingness to lead on diversity. 
“Everyone plays a role,” said Linda Deslatte, v-p 

of commercial programs for Bell. “I would love it 
if everybody went home today and tried to think 
about how they were promoting equality in the 
workplace. As leaders, as engineers, you can be 
mentors from anywhere you are.”

Women, said CH-47 Chinook captain Fal-
lon Blattner, have to get used to being “the 
first.” 

“Almost a hundred percent of the time I am 
the only female pilot,” said Blattner, who works 
as a contract pilot. On many occasions, she 
received support from managers, who pointed 
out she was the first female pilot they hired or 
to get a certain type rating. “For me personally, 
I don’t even know that. It’s my job. I go to work, 
I do the best that I can,” she concluded.  z
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Panelists participated in an “Embracing Equity” discussion on Wednesday at Heli-Expo in Atlanta held 
in celebration of International Women’s Day.
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Yellowhead picks CAMP health management 
Yellowhead Helicopters has selected Camp 
Systems’ (Booth B3825) aviation manage-
ment products to provide aircraft health 
management for its fleet of 48 aircraft. Camp 
offers maintenance tracking integrated with 
its enterprise resource planning (ERP) soft-
ware to provide tracking, planning, execu-
tion, and compliance in a single ecosystem.

“Camp’s ability to document compliance 
from start to finish was a strong determin-
ing factor in choosing the platform,” said 

Yellowhead CEO Jacob Forman. 
Privately-held Yellowhead is based in 

British Columbia and Alberta, Canada, and 
has operated since 1975. A holding of media 
company Hearst, Camp has provided avia-
tion-related products and services for more 
than 50 years. 

“Our helicopter customers face a dynamic, 
competitive market,” said Camp president 
Sean Lanagan. “CAMP is proud to be a part-
ner in meeting this challenge.” M.H.
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